In order to improve access to more of the existing holdings of Western Archives copies of a number of preliminary finding aids are being made available. These preliminary finding aids, some of which were prepared many years ago, vary in degrees of completeness, detail and accuracy. Some provide only basic box listings of the contents of a fonds or a collection, while others provide additional background material. All are intended to be the starting point for access to the records and they should not be considered a definitive source of information on the full nature and contents of the fonds or collection. Questions about the information provided in the preliminary finding aids should be directed to archives.services@uwo.ca

B5378

1. Individual portraits: identified
2. Individual portraits: identified
3. Individual portraits: unidentified
4. Individual portraits: unidentified
5. Group portraits: identified
6. Group portraits: identified
7. Group portraits: unidentified
8. Group portraits: unidentified
9. Buildings: identified
10. Buildings: unidentified
11. Scenes: identified
12. Scenes: identified
13. Scenes: unidentified
14. Hunting animals

B2126

Oversize photographs and pictures (drawn)

1. Group photograph – Strathroy Hockey Club District Champions – identified
2. Group photograph – Baseball Club – identified
3. Group photograph – Sophie and Gilgean Paterson, Victoria B.C.
5. – 7. Individual portraits – unidentified
6. Building – identified
7. Fish - identified